ABSTRACT A new geometric modeling approach is introduced in this paper. 
Introduction
Urban pipe networks are composed of complicated underground spatial features, which include pipelines of water supply, drain, telecommunication, electric power, etc. Scientific methods must be used to plan underground pipe networks. Twodimensional plane pipe network information systems have been applied successfully and widely. However, it is difficult to display 3D objects and surroundings by 2D technique. People pay more attention to the research on 3D technique, which makes people observe the objects vividly from different aspects, From 2D to 3D, the capacity of data becomes larger and spatial relationship changes accordingly. Because the implementation of 3D is difficult, the establishment of 3D data model is important. A new geometric modeling approach is presented in this paper.
center of circle and R as radius correspond to points ( x o , yo), ( at1, yl ) in section 1. The four points constitute a rectangle. When each circle covers n points,we can get n rectangles. The n rectangles constitute the surfaoe of a prism. When the parameter n is small enough, the prism is regarded as a cylinder. The larger the number of n is,the better the effect is. But calculating capacity will increase when n becomes larger. When we design the system, n can be treated as a variant. It will increase while figures zoom in, and decrease while figures zoom out. The adjacent four points (just as displayed in Fig. 1 ) constitute a grid plane and the normal is calculated (see Eq. (2)). This is prerequisite to 3D
modeling. The normal of each plane is vertical to grid plane and points outward. The formula is:
Nz 0 After the original coordinates are calculated, we must transform them into last coordinates.
When c2:A + 1, it will be
w h e n c 2 = l , c = l ; w h e n c2= -1 , c = l . cx,c2
and c3 are cosine of angles between point Px, P2
and axes X , Y , Z. The offset is
. Design the joint between two pipelines
It is simple to implement the linear interpolation.
But the effect is not ideal. We employ another method. The formula is:
.z = Rsin(2co) where 0~, < 2 7 r , ~, = ~/n , 0~r r -0( 0 is the angle between the two pipelines). 
